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F I N G E R P L A Y  A N D  A C T I O N  R H Y M E S

I Plant A Seed

I plant a little seed in the cold,

cold ground, (pretend to plant seed

in cupped hand)

Out comes the yellow sun, big and

round.  (spread arms over head to

represent sun) Down come the

raindrops soft and slow, (make

raindrops with fingers)  Up comes

the flower grow, grow, grow!

(place palms together with fingers

pointed upwards, push hands up and

spread fingers wide)

 

Sing a Rainbow

Red and yellow and pink and

green, (start with hands making a

fist and raise one finger for each

colour)

Purple and orange and blue,

I can sing a rainbow, sing a

rainbow (sweep arms side to side in

an arc to represent a rainbow)
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Sing a rainbow too.

Listen to your heart,  (hold hands

over heart)

Listen to your heart,

And sing everything you feel.

I can sing a rainbow, (sweep

arms side to side in an arc to

represent a rainbow)

Sing a rainbow, Sing a rainbow too.

Red and yellow and pink and green,

(stand and point right foot and then

left foot, alternate feet and repeat-

one foot for each colour)

Purple and orange and blue,I can

dance a rainbow, dance a rainbow,

(dance on the spot)

Dance a rainbow too.

Listen to your heart, (hold hands

over heart)

Listen to your heart,

And dance everything you feel,

(dance on the spot)I can dance a

rainbow, Dance a rainbow,

Dance a rainbow too.



F I N G E R P L A Y  A N D  A C T I O N  R H Y M E S

Ants Marching 

One ant, two ants, three ants, four

(Hold up the correct amount of

fingers on one hand as you say each

number.)

Five ants, six ants, seven ants,

more! (On "more," hold both hands,

palms up, in front of you as if asking

a question.)

Eight ants, nine ants, ten ants

found, (On "found," reach both

hands, fingers pointing down, to

touch the ground.)

Marching, marching into the

ground! (Make all ten fingers march

on the ground in front of you.)
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Little Squirmy Wormy

Little Squirmy Wormy slithered

through the dirt, (Stick out your

pointer finger on one hand and

make it slither in front of you.)

Digging and digging his tunnel.

(Point your finger toward the

ground and move it down with each

beat.)

Along came a child whose digging

was wild, (Using both hands,

pretend to wildly dig dirt on the

ground.)

And frightened Squirmy Wormy

away! (Stick out your pointer finger

on one hand and make it slither

until your hand is behind your

back.)



F I N G E R P L A Y  A N D  A C T I O N  R H Y M E S

Warming Sun

Sun, Sun, Sun come out, (Touch

your fingertips together to create a

circle with your hands and move it

upwards with each beat.)

Help the flowers grow. (Place both

hands face-up in front of you and

raise them up several times.)

Warm them, warm them, warm

them, warm them, (Hug yourself

and rub your arms with your hands.)

Blossoms shout "Hello!" (On

"blossoms," hold your right arm up

with elbow bent and wide palm

facing out and do the same with

your left on "shout." Reach both

arms, with hands open wide, above

your head on "Hello!")
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See, See, See

See, see, see (shade eyes with

hands)

Three birds are in a tree (hold up

three fingers)

One can chirp (point to thumb)

And one can sing (point to index

finger)

One is just a tiny thing. (point to

middle finger, then rock baby bird in

arms)

See, See, SeeThree birds are in a

tree (hold up three fingers)

Look, look, look (shade eyes)

Three ducks are in a brook (hold up

three fingers)

One is white, and one is brown.

One is swimming upside down

(point to a finger each time)

Look, look, look

Three ducks are in a brook.

(hold up three fingers)



F I N G E R P L A Y  A N D  A C T I O N  R H Y M E S

Signs of Spring

(sung to "The Muffin Man")

Do you see a sign of spring,A sign

of spring, a sign of spring?Do you

see a sign of spring?Tell us what

you see.

 

Spring

Spring is here, spring is here

And the skies are blue and clear

Winter with it's cold has passed

And the summer is coming fast.

 

Here Comes Spring

(sung to "Three Blind Mice")

Here comes spring,

here comes spring.

Bells will ring, children sing.

New plants are shooting from the

ground,

Blossoms on the trees abound,

The earth awakens all around,

Here comes Spring.
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Beautiful Rainbow Came

One day the sun was shining bright

(hold up right hand like blocking

sunlight)

But some clouds came along and it

became black as night (Hold up left

hand for the clouds)

Then the rain began to sprinkle

onto the ground (wiggle fingers for

the rain coming down)

And soon it was raining all over the

town.

But when the clouds had passed on

by (move both hands to one side)

A big beautiful rainbow stretched

across the sky (make a rainbow arc

with your hands)
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